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Erasure Channels* 
MICHEL M. GOUTMANNt 
General Alronics Corporation, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118 
This paper analyzes the behavior of the reliability of the trans- 
mission of information between a transmitter-receiver pair in a net- 
work of erasure channels without decoding and recoding at the nodes. 
The channels are assumed to be with or without memory and inde- 
pendent of one another. 
It is found that the parametric expressions for an upper bound to 
the probability of error in terms of the information rate may be ob- 
tained directly from similar expressions for the individual channels 
and the topology of the network. 
In addition to the analytical results, expedient graphical solutions 
are also given. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In order to discuss the transmission of information between a single 
transmitter receiver pair in a network of channels without decoding and 
recoding at the nodes, one may reduce the network to one single channel 
by computing a new transition matrix, or obtain the reliability curve 
for the network in terms of the reliability curves of the individual chan- 
nels and the topology of the network. The latter approach is considered 
here when the channels are symmetric erasure channels with memory 
described in terms of the erasure sequences by an aperiodic ergodic ir- 
reducible Markov Chain. 
For channels which have infinite memory, and thus are described by 
an infinite Markov chain, it is assumed that the channels allow an upper 
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bound on the probability of error which is exponential in the coding block 
length (for exceptions, ee Goutmann, 1967). 
A communication network where the nodes act as relay points provides 
an example for such a model. It is assumed that the routing of the mes- 
sage from source to sink requires the use of channels which must be 
shared by several communication through the net. If a set of priorities 
is assumed, a message may require buffering in order to cope with con- 
gestion. The probability that a buffer overflows is then the probability 
of erasure, for a properly defined queuing discipline at the node (Gout- 
mann, 1965). 
In the present paper, the channel statistics are assumed independent 
of one another. The model is such that erasures will propagate in cascade 
networks, hence a third input is sometimes assumed in some of the 
erasure channels of the network. This input has the sole purpose of 
providing for erasure propagation, thereby forestalling the possibility 
of recoding ove r a ternary alphabet at the input of these channels. 
II. THE ERASURE CHANNEL 
The channels are assumed binary without loss of generality. It is useful 
to consider first the derivation of the bound on the probability of error 
and of the capacity for an erasure channel with or without memory. If 
there is memory, it is assumed to be given in terms of an ergodie Markov 
Chain with probability transition matrix P = {p~}, where the states 
are called either erasure or information states, i.e. the chain describes 
the "noise" sequence rather than input-output transitions. The channel 
is memoryiess if and only if all the rows of the matrix P are identical, 
in which case reduction of equivalent states lead to a two state descrip- 
tion of the channel (independently of the size of the input alphabet). 
From the derivation of Gallager (Gallager, 1965), the probability of 
error, given the transmitted sequence x~, is given by 
p(e I x~) = ~ p(y I x,~)¢~(y) (1) 
Y 
where 
~(y)  = ifotherwise, p(y I x~,) > p(y I x,~) for some # m (2) 
When the input messages are equiprobable, an appropriate bounding 
technique for ¢~(y) and a random coding argument yield the expression, 
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p(e) <= M p ~,  {~, p(x)p(y l x)l/(l+P)} I+p (3) 
y x 
M = 2 ~R (4) 
where n is the length of the codewords, R the rate in bits/channel use 
and hence M the number of codewords in the code, and p is an arbitrary 
variable between 0 and 1. 
Since the erasure channel is assumed to be symmetric, it is easy to 
argue that the optimal input distribution is uniform (Goutmann, 1965). 
Let E be a sequence which describes the location of erasures and W~ 
be a binary sequence containing 0 where E contains an erasure and 1 
otherwise. Then 
~0 i f (y  @x) ® W~0 
P(YlX) = ~P(E) otherwise (5) 
since y defines E uniquely. All operations are mod. 2 and y @ x ~ x 
when y is an erasure. Hence, for an arbitrary parameter 
p(x)p(y Ix) ~ = ~ 2-~P(E)~¢~(y) (6) 
x x 
where 
f~ if P(Yl x) > 0 Cx(Y) otherwise. (7) 
In view of equation 6, 
p(x)p(y 1 x) ~ = 2-~P(E) ~ ~ ~bx(y) (8) 
x x 
Let L(E) denote the number of erasures in the erasure sequence E. 
Then, since there are 2 L(E) possible possible inputs, given that y contains 
E erasures 
p(x)p(y lx)  ~ = 2-~-~(E)JP(E)~. (9) 
x 
In view of equations (3) and (9) 
p(e-'-) <= M p ~ /2-I~-L(E)1P(E)l/(i+P)} I+p. (10) 
Y 
Hence 
p(e--~ <= M p ~_, 2-E~-~(E)J(I+P)P(E). (11) 
y 
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Let s = pin 2. From equations 4 and 11 
p(e) ~ ,,Rs ~ e-nSe~L(E)p(E) 0 <= s ~ ln2 (12) 
VE 
since there are 2 ['-L(s)l y's for a given sequence E. Thus 
p(e) ~ e -È.p-R1 ~ P(E)e ~L(B) 0 <= s <= In2. (13) 
VE 
Let us define the matrix P(s) = Ipi~(s)} by 
~p~e ' j  an erasure state 
p~j( s) = [p¢~ otherwise 
where {p~.} is the probability transition matrix of the channel. If II is 
the probability vector for the starting state, then 
n,p,  (s) (14) 
where p~])(s) is the ij entry of the nth iterate of P(s). From Appendix 2, 
p(e) _~ A(s)e -~I'~'(')-~('n 0 <- s <_ ln2 
R = 1 - - / ( s )  for R >_- Ro~t =~ 1 - - / ( ln2)  (15) 
p(e) <= A (In 2)e -~I(1-R)I" 2-~ (1, ~)JR ~ Re~i~ 
where A(s) is independent of n and v(s) ___a e~(,) is the dominant eigen: 
value (spectral radius) of P(s). It may be shown (Goutmann, 1967) that 
the bound obtained by this method is exponentially tight for 0 - s  _< In 2. 
Our concern will now be to determine the value of 7(s) [denoted here- 
after by ~/0(s)] for cascade-parallel networks of channels in terms of the 
functions ~(s) of each channel, where i refers to the ith channel in the 
network. 
III. CASCADE NETWORKS 
The model for a cascade network of two erasure channels is shown in 
Figure 1. It is assumed that erasures propagate in the cascade network 
and therefore a third input is assumed in the model of channel 2. The 
CHANNEL I CHANNEL 2 
FIG. 1. Cascade network 
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coding at the input is restricted to be over a binary rather than a ternary 
alphabet (0, 1, e). We merely acknowledge that for channels such as 
channel 2, this does not represent optimal coding. 
Let us define the following notation (i = 1, 2) 
P~(s)--Matrix associated with channel i. 
E~--Erasure sequence in ith channel. 
L(E~)--Number of erasures in sequence E~. 
P(E~)--Probability of erasure sequence E~ in the ith channel. 
P(EI, E2)--Joint probability of erasure sequence E1 in channel 1 
and of erasure sequence E2 in channel 2. 
L(E1, E2)--Number of erasure which must be "counted" as a result 
of erasure sequence E1 in channel 1 and erasure sequence E2 in 
channel 2. 
L(E2 i Es)--Number of erasures which must be "counted" in erasure 
sequence E2 of chaImel 2 given that all of the erasures have been 
counted in erasure sequence E1 of channel 1. 
E--Erasure sequences in the overall network. 
P(E)--Probabi l i ty of erasure sequence E in the overM1 network. 
L (E) - -Number  of erasures in the erasure sequence E in the overall 
network. 
First, consider the cascade combination of channels 1 and 2 as an 
overall channel. From Section II, we need 
~, P(E)e ~L(~) <__ A (s)e ~°(~) (16) 
E 
where ~/0(s) is the function to be evaluated in order to bound p(e) by 
the parametric expression (15). 
L(E~, E2) counts erasures in the following way. Two identical posi- 
tions are compared in the sequences E, and E2 which describe the be- 
havior of the channels. If neither is an erasure, no erasure is counted. If 
only one of them is an erasure, an erasure must be counted. Finally, if 
both of them are erasures, only one of the two must be counted. In fact, 
if we define logic~1 operations between vectors to be that operation be- 
tween each element, then L(EI, E~) = weight (WB~ or W~). Hence we 
express the conditional count L(E~ { E~) by 
L(E~, E~) = L(EI) + L(E2 ]E~). (17) 
In other words, all erasures due to the first channel are counted. To this 
count are added the erasures due to the second channel in positions which 
do not already contain erasures in the first channel. 
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Making use of the fact that the channels are assumed independent of
one another, i.e. 
P(E1 ,  E2) = P(E;)P(E~) (18)  
we obtain 
~_, P (E )e  ~L(E) = ~_~ P(E~,  E~)e "~(~'E2) (19) 
E BI ,~'  2 
~_, P (E )e  .L(E) = ~_, P(E~)e ~L(~I) ~., P (E2)d  L(E21EI). (20) 
E E 1 E 2 
Let the n-state sequence E1 be denoted by i l ,  i2, • -. , is in channel 1 
and E,  by 3"1, j2, • • • , j~ in channel 2. Furthermore, let IIi0 and IIj0 be 
the starting state probability vectors for channels 1 and 2 respectively. 
Then 
E P( )e E n onJo/ I = pik_~ik(s)pjk_~skf~k_~j  k-~ } (21) 
E ~.0""  ~n k=l  
$0 " " "3n 
where 
~e if ik is an erasure state in channel 1 
f ik_~ '= ~1 otherwise (22) 
{~ ifj~ is an erasure state in channel 2 
fsk-~Jk = otherwise (23) 
In view of equations (21), (22), and (23), 
~1 if ik is an erasure state in channel 1 or if jk is 
J~k-~,'~l-l" f~k_~ = ~ an information state in channel 2 (24) 
[e ~ otherwise 
Let I] denote the column vector of all ones. Then the summation on the 
r.h.s, of equation (21) may be written in matrix form 
~., p (E)e  ~L(E) = ~_, H~op,oi~(s) - . .  p~._~,~(s) 
io...i. (25) 
• {IIjo[P~(s,~) P~(s,~) . . .  P~(s,,)]I]} 
where 
~0 if ik is an erasure state in E~ (26) 
s~ = Is otherwise 
Consider the product matrix [P~(sl) . . -  P2(s~)] as a matrix P2.~(s).  
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Let v2(s) be the dominant eigenvalue of P2(s). Then the term in curly 
brackets in equation (25) may be bounded, making use of Appendix I, by 
IIj0[P2,~,(s ) ]I] -<_ B (s) [v2(s) ]~-~¢E1) (27) 
where L(E1) is the number of erasures in the state sequence E1 of channel 
1, and where quaiity holds and B(s) is unity if and only {f P2(s) has 
eigenvector I belonging to ,2(s), i.e., if and only if channel 2 is memory- 
Iess. B(s) is independent of either n or L(E1). From equations (25) and 
(27), we then have 
EP(E)dL(E) <= B(S) E II~o~P,~-~,k(s)[v2(s)] ~-~(~') (28) 
B i O" " i  n k=l  
Now let "y2(s) = In ~2(s). Then we obtain 
p(E)d L(~) <= B(s)Ivy(s) ]" ~ p(E1)e ~-~)1L(E~) (29) 
E E 1 
which is then bounded again by 
p(E)e *L(') <= B(s)A(s)[~,~(s)]'~[a(s- ~,~(s))]" (30) 
E 
where a(s) is the dominant eigenvalue of P~(s) and A (s) is a function 
of the eigenvector fPl(s) belonging to a(s). If we let ~(s) = in Vl(S), 
equation (30) becomes 
P(E)e ~L(~) <= B(s)A(s) exp {n[~/l(s - 7~(s)) + 72(s)]} (31) 
E 
By a similar derivation in terms of the 
L(E~, E2) = L(E1) + L(E2 [E 0 = L(E2) + L(EI I E2) 
another bound is found: 
~_,P(E)d ~(E) <= B'(s)A'(s) exp {n[~/2(s -- "n(s)) + 71(s)]} (32) 
E 
In view of equations (30) and (31) we conclude that the function 
~,0(s) which describes the cascade network is given by 
~0(s) < ~l(s - ~(s ) )  + ~(s )  
or (33) 
~0(s) _-< ~2(s - ~l(s))  + ~(s )  
where equality holds in the first equation if channel 2 is memoryless and 
in the second equation if channel 1 is memoryless. 
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IV. PARALLEL CHANNELS 
The parallel network is shown in Figure 2. Here the same digit  is 
given as input to both channels. The output is determined by looking 
at the outputs of both channels 1 and 2. If both are erasures, an erasure 
is received. If only one is an erasure, the output is given by the other 
channel. If neither is an erasure, the outputs agree and are taken as a 
single~ output. 
The approach is identical 'and we just consider the parallel combination 
as an overall erasure channel. Making use of the same notation, 
E P(E)  e~L(E) = ~-, P(E1)p(E2)e'L (~1' ~2) (34) 
E EIB 2 
where now L(E I ,  E~) is a count on the positions in the output sequences 
E1 and E2 where both have erasures. The expansion of equation (34) in 
~erms of the state sequences Will contain terms of the form 
p~o~(si~) "'" Pi~_,i~(s~)pioil(s&) "'" pi~_~(sj~) 
where sik and sj~ are either 0 or s. The assignment is made as follows. 
1. If there is an erasure in position k in E2, then we count an erasure 
at the output only if there is an erasure in position k in E~. Hence ~et 
SJk = 0 ands~ = s. 
2. If there is no erasure in position k in E2, we want to avoid counting 
one in E l .  In this case, however, p~,_~ik(s) = pJ~_lik(0) for any s. 
Therefore let s j, = 0, but set slk = 0 as well in E~. 
In matrix form, we then have from equation (34) 
p( E)  e "I'~') 
(35) 
= ~_~ IIjop~oj , " "  pi~_~i~[IIioPl(sj~) " "  Pl(sj~)I]] 
Jo'" "in 
E CHANNEL i 
00~~ CHANNEL 2 
iO "~ ;Oi 
Fin. 2. Parallel network 
where 
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~s if jk is an erasure state in E~ 
si~ = [0 otherwise 
Again we call upon the result of Appendix I. In view of equation (35), 
p(E)e ~L(B) <= B(s) ~_, p(E~) exp {71(s)L(E2)l (36) 
E E 2 
which is again bounded by 
~_, P(E)e "L(E) <= [B(s)A(s)] exp {nT~(71(s))} (37) 
E 
In view of equation (37) and the fact that we may interchange the roles 
of E1 and E2, the function ~0(s) for the parallel combination is given by 
~0(s) <_- ~ l (~(s ) )  
or (38) 
~0(s) _-< ~(~l (s ) )  
where equality holds in the first (second) equation if channel 2 (chan- 
net 1) is memoryless. 
V. CAPACITY OF CASCADE AND PARALLEL NETWORKS 
As ~ --~ 0, the eigenvectors of each matrix belonging to its own domi- 
nant eigenvalue converge to I]. Thus the capacity given by the expression 
C = 1 --"yo'(s)I~=0 (39) 
is also given exactly in terms of the two equations mentioned above. 
1. CASCADE CONNECTION 
d 
C~ = 1 - ~ [~l(s) + ~2(s - ~l(s))]~=o (40) 
Since 7(0) = In v(0) = 0, we have from (40) 
C, -- 1 - -  71'(0) -- [1 - -  71'(0)172'(0) (41) 
C~ = [1 - -  71 ' (0 ) ] [1  - -  72 ' (0 ) ]  = ClC2 (42)  
where C1 and C~ are the capacities of the channels 1 and 2 respectively. 
2. PARALLEL CONNECTION 
d 
Ca = 1 -  ~s 71(72(s)) = 1 -  71'(0)75'(0) (43) 
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which in terms of the capacities C1 and C2 of each channel may be re- 
written 
Cp = [1 - 71'(0)] + [1 - 72'(0)] - [1 -- 71(0)][1 - 72'(0)] 
(44) 
= cl  + c~ - clC~ 
We note that 
C. + C~ = C1 + C~ (45) 
VI. GRAPHICAL CONSTRUCTION OF ?,(s) 
For any one erasure channel, the function 7@) has the form shown 
in Figure 3, where BC = E(R) .  
Figure 4, shows the construction of the function 70*(s) = 71(s) + 
72(s -- 71(s)) for cascade channels. We consider the construction of 
70*@) at one point, say so. 
~a) soA = "rl(So) 
b) Line AB has slope 1, hence soA = Bso 
c)  BC = 7~(s0  - -  ~l(so)) 
d) Line CD has slope 1 and intersects the continuation of line 
soA a tD 
e) soD is ~,o*(So) 
Figure 5 shows the construction of the function 3'o*@) = ~a(~/2(s)) 
K 
/ /  
/ /  
/ B 
/ / :  
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
SLOPE =I/ 
/ 
/ 
/ / /  /y(s) 
A 
- - sR)  
SR 
S 
FIG. 3. Single channel 
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/ / "  
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ / / / I  /Y2(s)  
~ . / /Y~ (s) // D 
//// 
/// 
0 B S O S 
FI~. 4. ~(s) For cascade network 
for parallel combinations. Again we consider the construction of ~o*(s) 
at one point, say so. 
a) soA = "y~(so) = OB 
b) Line BC has slope --1 
c) CD = ~1(C) = soE = ?0*(s0) 
VII. GRAPHICAL  CONSTRUCTION OF THE REL IAB IL ITY  CURVES E (R) 
In view of equation (15), we have 
p(e)  <= A(s )  exp {-n[s'yo'(s) - ~,0(s)]} (46) 
R = 1 --y0'(s) 0 =< s =< ln2 (47) 
p(e) <= A ( in2) exp{-n[ (1  - R) [ ln2 -? ( ln2) ]}  (48) 
The reliability curve E(R)  is given by 
p(e'--) <= e -~E(~ 
E(R)  is shown in Figure 6. The slope of E(R)  is given by 
dR - ds - -  - ds [s~,'(s) (49) 
- ~(s ) l / -~ ' (s )  = -s  0 =< s =< In 2 
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and 
dE(R) _ In 2 R < Rcrit. (50) 
dR 
Another useful way of looking at the curve E(R) is to consider it as the 
J 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ ili/[ i / ~'Is) 
~ ," I//~'. ~<~' 
0 C S O 
S 
FIa. 5. ~(s) For parallel network 
E(o)~ 
RCRIT RCOMP 
R 
Fie. 6. E(R) For single channel 
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envelope of the straight line bounds given by the equation 
E(R) = s(1 - R) - ~(s) 0 _-< s < ln2 (51) 
for all values of s in the interval. The numbers in Figures 8 and 9 indi- 
cate the sequence in the construction described below. 
1. PARALLEL CONNECTION 
Let the channels be specified by El(R) and E~(R) respectively. The 
graphical construction of E(R) for the parallel combination is shown in 
B R K I-~i 
R 
FIG. 7. E(R) For parallel network 
~A f,,. 
b . l  
0 ' 'R F R 2 R! B I.=i 
R 
FIG. 8. E(R) For cascade network 
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6 
(o) NETWORK 
~.C 
/ 
# 
/ 
-A  
/ 
" I / .t ,.,." ./,~j2 3(su4(6HT))8 
/ /  / I 
i/ / 1 
~ ,  - ,,,," ~¢6,,,,z) 11 
\ \  / \ "  .,~¢1 I 
~.N / \ i.. "I _ I !,,,,c,,,~ 
, \  ~ /  ><'X [EI /lo//T 
i// \ -- I 
,-' f-JT"x  I i 
.-.~---JV V xlN / , ,~ [ 
S=LN2 $ 
AB=RcoMP =ECO}FOR EACH CHANNEL 
AC_<RcoMP =E(O)FOR NETWORK 
{b) RCOMP FOR NETWORK 
Fro. 9. Network of identical channels 
Figure 7 and justified as follows: 
a) Choose a value of R1 => Rerit for channel 1 
b) AB tangent to E l (R)  at  R1.  Slope -so 
c) DI  11 AB 
d) OF = AD = ~l(so) 
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e) FI  has slope -- v0*(s0) 
f) GH tangent o E2(R) Jt FI. Determines the point R2 
g) (1 -- R~)(1 -- R2) = "/l'(So)W'(t) I t=v,(so) = 1 -- R 
h) Hence IR  = IR~ × IR2 
i) FG = W(~'ffso)) 
j) D J  = FG 
k) J g  1[ D I  
l) E(R)  given by value of JK  at R. 
2. CASCADE CONNECTION 
Let the channels be specified by El(R)  and E2(R) respectively. The 
graphical construction of E(R)  for the series combination is shown in 
Figure 8 and justified below. 
a) Choose a value of R1 > R1 crlt • 
b) AB tangent to EffR)  at R1, slope = -so  
c) S I  1] AB  
d) AS = "y~(So) 
e) DE l[ A I  and tangent o E2(R). Determines R2. 
f) Slope of E~(R) at R2 is s - 71(s) 
g) F romf :R2  = 1 -  ~2'(t)It~,0-~l (So)and 
From b: R1 = 1 - ~,l'(s0) 
h) R~R2 = [1 -- ~,((t)][1 -- ~,~'(So)] = 1 - ~/((t) - ~'~'(So) 
+ "y2'(t)'yl'(so) 
= 1 -- ~A(s0) -- 72'(s -- 71@0))(1 -- 70'(so)) = R 
i) AD = "y2(so -- "n(so)) 
j) F rom d, OD = So-  [71@o) + ~'2(So- 71(so))] 
k) DF ][ AB  
1) E(R)  at R is given by DF at R. 
We note that  in both constructions, if we start with R1 = R~ crl,, then 
the value of R will necessarily be Rcri, for the combination. Hence the 
value of E(R)  for R < Refit may be drawn directly from E(R¢~i~) as a 
straight line of slope -- In 2. 
VIII. GRAPHICAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE STRAIGHT LINE 
BOUND AND Room, 
In  view of equation 15, the straight line bound is given by 
p(e) < A ( ln2)  exp{- -n[ (1  -- R) ln2  - 7 (ln2)]} R -<_ Room, (52) 
Hence, the bound is given by the value of 
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E(0) = ln2 -- ~/(ln2) (53) 
Room, - E(0) bits (54) 
In 2 
Figure 9b shows the graphical construction of E(0) or equivalently 
R~om, in nats for the network shown in Figure 9a. All the channels of 
4 
(a) NETWORK 
F,. 
i / 
/ 
A / 
/ 
/ 
/ / / / )'4 (s) 
/ START I 
/ / r3  
/ /. 
.z / ~ .  // /r1(s) 
/2 ' /  I 
~ ! FINISH 
I 
I 
I 
I 
S=LN2 
AB_ < RCOMP = E (0) OF NETWORK 
(b) RCOMP FOR NETWORK 
Fro. 10. Network of different channels 
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the network are assumed identical with no loss of generality. The Mgo- 
rithm starts at the point given by ~ (ln 2) for the basic channel and the 
constructions of Figures 4 and 5 are applied successively in the following 
order (from the innermost loop out). 
a) Parallel combination of channels 6 and 7 
b) Series combination of channel 4 with above 
c) Parallel combination of channel 5 with above 
d) Series combination of channels 2, 3, and 8 with above 
e) Parallel combination of channel 1 with above. 
Figures 10a and b show another construction when the channels are not 
taken to be identical. We also note that if we start at any other value of 
s, the same construction holds and yields 7o*(s). 
APPENDIX  I 
We wish to show that the largest eigenvalue of the product of matrices 
is bounded above by the product of the largest eigenvalues of the indi- 
vidual matrices. It is sufficient to prove this property for two matrices. 
Consider the matrices AI and As with dominant eigcnvaiues Xl and 
X2, respectively. 
Let Ao -- A~A2 have dominant eigenvalue X0. Then, by definition, if 
II x ][ indicates the norm in L2, 
Xo = Max [[ Aox II II A~A~x II 
Multiply numerator and denominator by I[ A2x I[ 
~o = Max [1A~d2x II II d2x H 
l] lI It x lI 
Hence X0 ~ X2Xl 
To show that 
 Cl- j 
i j 
APPENDIX  I I  
<-_ A(s )  exp {--n[sT'(s) -- 7(s)]} 
we refer to Kennedy, (1963). 
0 < s <- In "~ 
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Consider )-~-i p~.(s), a row sum of the matrix P(s). Since P(s) is a 
nonnegative matrix, its largest eigenvalue is positive and real and the 
right eigenvector belonging to it is positive. Then 
pi~(s)yi(s) = v(s)y~(s) for all i 
and 
E (n) 8 8 P,i ( )YJ( ) = v'(s)y,(s) 
i 
For any i, let y~(s)  = Min~. [yj(s) ] P~i > 0]. Then 
~p (n), , y~(s) ~i ~s) < ~ (s). 
If we let ~(s) = in v(s) and the ratio on the right-hand side be A(s), 
then 
~-, ~ p~?)(s) < ~_, ~r, A(s)e ~'(') = A(s)e ~'(" 
To show that A(s) is always bounded, we refer to Goutmann, (1967), 
and show that the ratio of any two eigenvector coordinates i  bounded. 
V,(S) = ~ p,~(s) j~  ~(s) yXs) 
(n) (8 ~ where A denotes the class of all states. Let j* # i and kpi~ ~ / he the 
nth order transition from i to j with no prior visit to state k. 
p~j,( s) p~( s) 
y,(s) = v(s) yj,(s) + ~ yj(s) 
= ~ Ji.¢* ~=1 v'(s) yj,(s) > y~,(s) ~=, 
and 
[ ($)]-' yj(s) < F~i 
y~(8) = 
where the f~) are the first passage probabilities in P with generating 
function F~j(z). From the assumed ergodicity of the transition matrix 
P, F~(1/~(s)) is strictly positive and therefore the ratio is bounded. 
Hence A (s) is defined such that 
"(n)[s~ < A(s) exp{-n[s(1 -- R) -- ~(s)]} e--ns[1--R] E 7~il-iJ \ ] 
i 
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Minimiz ing the exponential  term on the r.h.s, over s, we obta in  
A (s) e -~[8~'(~)-~(~)] 
with R = 1 - ")/(s). 
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